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Our Vision  
To be an outstanding learning community that is 
internationally-minded, inspiring all members 

to achieve their potential.  

  

Our Mission  
At Bangkok Prep we will ensure that:  

Learners will reach their full potential both academically and in preparation for 
life beyond Bangkok Prep.  

 

We will provide an enriched curriculum in which innovation, sustainability, 
creativity and health are highlighted.  

 

We will inspire students to achieve their best through collaborative learning in a 
safe and enjoyable learning environment.  

 

We will develop globally minded, passionate learners who uphold the Bangkok 
Prep Life Values of being honest, holding high moral standards and having 

integrity and empathy towards others. 



Please consider the environment before you print 

At Bangkok Prep, we are committed to helping the environment. 

Protecting the environment is encouraged across the entire school community. 

As a result, this booklet has been created in a digital format to minimize 
environmental impact. 

 

BE GREEN, KEEP IT ON THE SCREEN 

Green Flag Award Holder 



At Bangkok Prep we offer an innovative and engaging curriculum that runs from Early Years, right 
through to Year 13. Based upon the skills and objectives of the Early Years Curriculum, National 
Curriculum for England, the IGSCE Programme and The A-level Programme, we deliver an academic 
curriculum that is world renowned and highly regarded. Our school is very successful in its pursuit of 
academic excellence and we operate well above the UK expected levels in all areas. 

 

We provide an adapted English curriculum that is internationally relevant and academically rigorous. 
We consider the whole child, developing student’s strengths and helping them to overcome their 
weaknesses with a strong and supportive formal and informal curriculum. 

 

As an International School, it is important that our curriculum reflects the spectrum of cultures and 
nationalities that are represented in our community, whilst remaining true to our English curriculum 
roots. We have a strong focus on being ‘Internationally Minded’ and endeavour to deliver a 
significant proportion of our curriculum in an international context. 

 

An English Curriculum 
in an International Context 



Aside from our academic curriculum, Bangkok Prep children 
also take part in various informal learning opportunities, 
including a thorough ‘Life Values’ curriculum, that runs 
throughout the Primary and Secondary school. Our school ‘Life 
Values’ comprise of a series of skills and qualities that an ideal 
Bangkok Prep student would possess, and teachers and children 
work hard to embed these ideas into all aspects of their 
learning. Each month of the academic year has a dedicated Life 
Value focus and sets the ‘Value of the Month’ theme for 
assemblies and other informal learning. 

In addition to this, Bangkok Prep is committed to the development of a sustainable global 
community. Our curriculum is rich and varied, integrating our Life Values and placing emphasis on 
the skills needed to become responsible global citizens. We are committed to the promotion of the 
UN’s Global Goals for Sustainable Development, interweaving the goals within our curriculum and 
actively seek opportunities to not only develop our children’s understanding of global issues, but to 
encourage and empower them to take action. 

Preparing Globally 
Responsible Citizens 

We aim to develop the leaders of tomorrow who will create 
and innovate to build a better world. 



EYFS Reception Timings 
In Early Years, children study the majority of their lessons with their class teacher. There are also a 
range of specialist lessons which are delivered by our specialist teaching team. 

Children in Early Years study the following: 

Whole Class Learning Time  One period a day 

Phonics One period a day 

Child Led Learning Time Fourteen periods a week 

Computing One period a week 

Physical Education (PE) One periods a week 

Swimming One period a week 

Music One period a week 

Library One period a week 

Thai Studies Two periods a week 



Guiding Principles 
The Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) sets standards for the learning, development and care of 
your child from birth to 5 years old. At Bangkok Prep there are four guiding principles which shape 
our practice. 

These are: 

 Every child is a unique child, who is constantly learning and can be resilient, capable, confident 
and self-assured; 

 Children learn to be strong and independent through positive relationships; 

 Children learn and develop well in enabling environments, in which their experiences respond 
to their individual needs and there is a strong partnership between practitioners and parents. 

 Children develop and learn in different ways and at different rates. Our curriculum strives to 
meet the educational needs of all children in the early years, including children with special 
educational needs and abilities. 

 

There are seven areas of learning and development that shape the educational programmes at 
Bangkok Prep Early Years Foundation Stage. All areas of learning and development are important and 
inter-connected. Three of these areas are particularly crucial for igniting student’s curiosity and 
enthusiasm for learning, and for building their capacity to learn, form relationships and thrive. 

These three areas; the prime areas are; 

 Communication and Language 

 Physical Development   

 Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Area of Learning Aspect 

Prime Areas   

Personal, Social and Emotional Development  Making relationships 
Self-confidence and self-awareness 
Managing feelings and behaviour 

Physical Development Moving and handling 
Health and self-care 

Communication and Language Listening and attention 
Understanding 
Speaking 



Guiding Principles 

The characteristics of effective learning are a key element in the Early Years Foundation stage. 

They detail the ways in which children should be learning from their environment, experiences and 
activities. These areas are promoted through a variety of opportunities and processes, that 
characterise  the optimum environment for effective learning, including: 

 Playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and ‘have a go’ 

 Active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy 
achievements 

 Creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas, make links between 
ideas, and develop strategies for doing things. 

Through our Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum, we academically challenge children to be 
involved in activities and experiences. 

Area of Learning Aspect 

Specific Areas  

Literacy Reading 
Writing 

Mathematics Numbers 
Shape, space and measure 

Understanding the Woprlds People and communities 
The World 
Technology 

Expressive Arts and Design Exploring and using media and materials 
Being imaginative 

We also support children in four specific areas, through which the three prime areas are 
strengthened and applied. 

The four specific areas are: 

 Literacy 

 Mathematics 

 Understanding the world 

 Expressive arts and design 



Personal, Social and 

In Reception at Bangkok Prep we focus upon helping children to 
develop a positive sense of themselves, and others; to form 
positive relationships and develop respect for others; to develop 
social skills and learn how to manage their feelings; to 
understand appropriate behaviour in groups; and to have 
confidence in their own abilities. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop 
three aspects within Personal, Social, Emotional Development; 
making relationships; self-confidence and self-awareness; and 
managing feelings and behaviour. 

Making relationships: children develop their ability to play 
cooperatively, taking turns with others. They start to take 
account of one another’s ideas about how to organise their 
activity. They begin to show sensitivity to others’ needs and 
feelings, and form  a small number of positive relationships with 
adults and other children. 

Self-confidence and self-awareness: children explore new activities, gaining confidence to select 
their own resources. They are gaining confidence to speak in a familiar group and will begin to talk 
about their ideas. They say when they do or don’t need help. 

Managing feelings and behaviour: children talk about how they and others show feelings, begin to 
talk about their own and others’ behaviour, and know that some behaviour is unacceptable. They 
work as part of a group or class, and understand and follow the rules. They adjust their behaviour to 
different situations, and take changes of routine in their stride. 

Making Relationships 

Children should be taught to: 

 Initiate conversations, attend to and take account of what others say 

 Explain their own knowledge and understanding, and ask appropriate questions of others 

 Take steps to resolve conflicts with other children 

 Play co-operatively, taking turns with others 

 Take account of one another’s ideas about how to organise their activity 

 Show sensitivity to others’ needs and feelings, and form positive relationships with adults and other 
children. 

Reception PSED Progression of Skills 

Emotional Development 



Reception PSED Progression of Skills 

Self-confidence and Self-awareness 

Children should be taught to: 

 Confidently speak to others about their own needs, wants, interests and opinions 

 Describe themselves in positive terms and talk about their abilities 

 Confidently try new activities, and say why they like some activities more than others 

 Speak confidently in a familiar group, talking about their ideas 

 Choose the resources they need for their chosen activities  

 Say when they do or do not need help.  

Managing Feelings and Behaviour 

Children should be taught to: 

 Understand that their own actions affect other people 

 Be aware of the boundaries set, and of behavioural expectations in the setting 

 Begin to be able to negotiate and solve problems without aggression 

 Talk about how they and others show feelings 

 Talk about their own and others’ behaviour, and its consequences, and know that some behaviour is 
unacceptable 

 Work as part of a group or class 

 Understand and follow the rules 

 Adjust their behaviour to different situations, and take changes of routine in their stride. 



Communication and Language 
Reception at Bangkok Prep ensures that children are presented 
with opportunities to experience a rich language environment; 
to develop their confidence and skills in expressing themselves; 
and to speak and listen in a range of situations. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop 
three aspects within Communication and language; listening 
and attention; understanding; and speaking. 

Listening and Attention: children listen attentively in a range of 
situations. They listen to stories, accurately anticipating key 
events and respond to what they hear with relevant comments, 
questions or actions. They give their attention to what others 
say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another 
activity. 

Understanding: children follow instructions involving several 
ideas or actions. They answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about 
their experiences and in response to stories or events. 

Speaking: children express themselves effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ needs. They use 
past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events that have happened or are to 
happen in the future. They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or 
events. 

The skills covered in Reception for this area of learning are taken directly from the Early Years 
Foundation Stage Curriculum and are as follows: 

Listening and Attention 

Children should be taught to: 

 Maintain their attention, concentrate and sit quietly during appropriate activity 

 Use two-channelled attention, being able to listen and do for short span 

 Listen attentively in a range of situations 

 Listen to stories, accurately anticipating the key events and respond to what they hear with relevant 
comments, questions or actions 

 Give their attention to what others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another activity.  

Reception Communication and Language 
Progression of Skills 



Understanding 

Children should be taught to: 

 Respond to instructions involving a two-part sequence 

 Understand humour 

 Follow a story without pictures or props 

 Listen and respond to the ideas expressed by others in conversation or discussion 

 Follow instructions involving several ideas or actions.  

 Answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences and in response to stories or events. 

Speaking 

Children should be taught to: 

 Extend their vocabulary, especially by grouping and naming, exploring the meaning and sounds of new 
words 

 Use language to imagine and recreate roles and experiences in play situations 

 Link statements and stick to a main theme or intention 

 Use talk to organise, sequence and clarify their thinking, ideas, feelings and events 

 Introduce a storyline or narrative into their play 

 Express themselves effectively, showing awareness of the listeners’ needs 

 Use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events that have happened or are to 
happen in the future 

 Develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events. 

Reception Communication and Language 
Progression of Skills 



Physical Development 
During Reception at Bangkok Prep we provide opportunities for 
the children to be active and interactive; and to develop their 
coordination, control, and movement. Children are also 
supported to understand the importance of physical activity, 
and to make healthy choices in relation to food. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop two 
aspects within Physical development; moving and handling; and 
health and self-care. 

Moving and Handling: children show good control and 
coordination in large and small movements. They move 
confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space. They 
handle equipment and tools effectively, including pencils for 
writing. 

Health and Self-Care: children know the importance for good 
health of physical exercise, and a healthy diet, and talk about 
ways to keep healthy and safe. They manage their own basic 
hygiene and personal needs successfully, including dressing and 
going to the toilet independently. 

Moving and Handling 

Children should be taught to: 

 Experiment with different ways of moving 

 Jump off an object and land appropriately 

 Negotiate space successfully when playing racing and chasing games with others, adjusting their speed 
or changing direction to avoid obstacles 

 Travel with confidence and skill around, under, over and through balancing and climbing equipment 

 Show increasing control over an object in pushing, patting, throwing, catching or kicking it 

 Use simple tools to effect changes to materials 

 Handle tools, objects, construction and malleable materials safely and with increasing control 

The skills covered in Reception for this area of learning are taken directly from the Early Years Foun-
dation Stage curriculum and are as follows: 

Progression of Skills 
Reception Physical Development 



 Show a preference for a dominant hand 

 Begin to use anticlockwise movements and retrace vertical lines 

 Begin to form recognisable letters 

 Use a pencil and hold it effectively to form recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed 

 Show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements 

 Move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space 

 Handle equipment and tools effectively, including pencils for writing 

 Imitate drawing simple shapes such as circles and lines. 

Health and Self-Care 

Children should be taught to: 

 Eat a healthy range of foodstuffs and understand the need for variety in food 

 Be dry and clean during the day 

 Show some understanding that good practices with regard to exercise, eating, sleeping and hygiene can 
contribute to good health 

 Show understanding of the need for safety when tackling new challenges, and consider and manage 
some risks 

 Show understanding of how to transport and store equipment safely 

 Practice some appropriate safety measures without direct supervision 

 Know the importance for good health of physical exercise, and a healthy diet, and talk about ways to 
keep healthy and safe 

 Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including dressing and going to the 
toilet independently.  

Progression of Skills 
Reception Physical Development 



Literacy 
Reception at Bangkok Prep encourages children to link sounds 
and letters and to begin to read and write. Children are given 
access to a wide range of reading materials to ignite their 
interest and presented with varied mark making opportunities to 
stimulate their desire to write. In Reception the children 
experience phonic learning through the Letters and Sounds 
programme; Phase 2 and 3 from England. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop two 
aspects within Literacy; reading and writing. 

Reading: children read and understand simple sentences. They 
use phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them 
aloud accurately. They also read some common irregular words. 
They demonstrate understanding when talking with others 
about what they have read.  

Writing: children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match their spoken 
sounds. They also write some irregular common words. They write simple sentences which can be 
read by themselves and others. Some words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically plausible. 

The skills covered in Reception for this area of learning are taken directly from the Early Years 
Foundation Stage curriculum and are as follows: 

Reading 

Children should be taught to: 

 Continue a rhyming string 

 Hear and say the initial sound in words 

 Segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together and know which letters represent some of 
them 

 Link sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the alphabet 

 Begin to read words and simple sentences 

 Use vocabulary and forms of speech that are influenced by their experiences of books 

 Enjoy an increasing range of books 

 Know that information can be retrieved from books and computers 

 Read and understand simple sentences 

Reception Literacy Progression of Skills 



 Use their phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them aloud accurately 

 Read some common irregular words 

 Demonstrate understanding when talking with others about what they have read. 

Writing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Give meaning to the marks they make as they draw, write and paint 

 Begin to break the flow of speech into words 

 Continue a rhyming string 

 Hear and say the initial sound in words 

 Segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together 

 Link sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the alphabet 

 Use some clearly identifiable letters to communicate meaning, representing some sounds correctly and 
in sequence 

 Write their own name and other things such as labels or captions 

 Attempt to write short sentences in meaningful contexts 

 Use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match their spoken sounds 

 Write some irregular common words 

 Write simple sentences which can be read by themselves and others. Some words are spelt correctly and 
others are phonetically plausible. 

Reception Literacy Progression of Skills 



Maths 
In the Bangkok Prep Reception we provide children with 
opportunities to develop and improve their skills in counting; 
understanding and using numbers; describing shapes, spaces, 
and measures; and calculating simple addition and subtraction 
problems. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop two 
aspects within Mathematics: Numbers and Shape, Space and 
Measures. 

Numbers: children count reliably with numbers from 1 to 20 and 
place them in order, stating which number is one more or less 
that a given number. Using quantities and objects, they add and 
subtract two single digit numbers and count on or back to find 
the answer. They solve problems, including doubling, halving 
and sharing. 

Shape, Space and Measures: children use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, 
position, distance, time and money to compare quantities and objects and to solve problems. They 
recognize, create and describe simple patterns. They explore characteristics of everyday objects and 
3D shapes and use mathematical language to describe them. 

The skills covered in Reception for this area of learning are taken directly from the Early Years 
Foundation Stage curriculum and are as follows: 

Numbers 

Children should be taught to: 

 Recognise some numerals of personal significance 

 Recognise numerals 1 to 5 

 Count up to three or four objects by saying one number name for each item. 

 Count actions or objects which cannot be moved 

 Count objects to 10, and beginning to count beyond 10 

 Count out up to six objects from a larger group 

 Select the correct numeral to represent 1 to 5, then 1 to 10 objects 

 Count an irregular arrangement of up to ten objects 

 Estimate how many objects they can see and check by counting them 

Reception Maths Progression of Skills 



 Use the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’ to compare two sets of objects 

 Find the total number of items in two groups by counting all of them 

 Say the number that is one more than a given number 

 Find one more or one less from a group of up to five objects, then ten objects 

 Use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting, in practical activities and discussion 

 Record, using marks that they can interpret and explain 

 Begin to identify their own mathematical problems based on their own interests and fascinations. 

Shape, Space and Measures 

Children should be taught to: 

 Begin to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2D shapes, and mathematical terms to 
describe shapes 

 Select a particular named shape 

 Describe their relative position such as ‘behind’ or ‘next to’ 

 Order two or three items by length or height 

 Order two items by weight or capacity 

 Use familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns and build models 

 Use everyday language related to time 

 Begin to use everyday language related to money 

 Order and sequence familiar events 

 Measure short periods of time in simple ways 

 Use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, position, distance, time and money to 
compare quantities and objects and to solve problems 

 Recognise, create and describe patterns 

 Explore the characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use mathematical language to describe 
them. 

Reception Maths Progression of Skills 



Understanding the World 

People and Communities 

Children should be taught to: 

 Enjoy joining in with family customs and routines 

 Talk about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family members 

 Know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things, and be sensitive to this 

 Know about the similarities and differences between themselves and others, and among families, 
communities and traditions. 

Progression of Skills 
Reception Understanding the World 

Throughout Reception at Bangkok Prep we guide children to 
make sense of their physical world and their community through 
opportunities to explore, observe and find out about people, 
places, technology and the environment. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop 
three aspects within Understanding the World; People and 
Communities, The World and Technology. 

People and Communities: children talk about past and present 
events in their own lives and in the lives of family members. 
They know that other children don’t always enjoy the same 
things, and are sensitive to this. They know about the 
similarities and differences between themselves and others, 
through a developing awareness of families, communities and 
traditions. 

The World: children know about the similarities and differences 
in relation to places, objects, materials and living things. They talk about the features of their own 
immediate environment and how environments might vary from one another. They make observations 
about the changes in animals and plants and explain why some things occur. 

Technology: children recognize that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and 
schools. They develop their ability to select and independently use basic technology for particular 
purposes. 

The skills covered in Reception for this area of learning are taken directly from the Early Years 
Foundation Stage curriculum and are as follows: 



The World 

Children should be taught to: 

 Look closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change 

 Know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things 

 Talk about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one 
another 

 Make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur, and talk about changes. 

Technology 

Children should be taught to: 

 Complete a simple program on a computer 

 Use ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate computer software 

 Recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools 

 Select and use technology for particular purposes. 

Progression of Skills 
Reception Understanding the World 



Expressive Arts and Design 
In Reception at Bangkok Prep we enable children to explore and 
play with a wide range of media and materials, as well as 
providing opportunities and encouragement for sharing their 
thoughts, ideas and feelings through a variety of activities in art, 
music, movement, dance, role-play, and design and technology. 

Children are supported in learning opportunities to develop two 
aspects within Expressive arts and design; exploring and using 
media and materials; and being imaginative. 

Exploring and using media and materials: children sing songs, 
make music and dance, and experiment with ways of changing 
them. They safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools 
and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, 
form and function. 

Exploring Media and Materials  

Children should be taught to: 

 Begin to build a repertoire of songs and dances 

 Explore the different sounds of instruments 

 Explore what happens when they mix colours 

 Experiment with and create different textures 

 Understand that different media can be combined to create new effects 

 Manipulate materials to achieve a planned effect 

 Construct with a purpose in mind, using a variety of resources 

 Use simple tools and techniques competently and appropriately 

 Select appropriate resources and adapt their work where necessary 

 Select tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join the materials they are using 

Being imaginative: children use what they have learnt about media and materials in 
original ways, thinking about uses and purposes. They represent their own ideas, thoughts 
and feelings through design and technology, art, music, dance, role-play and stories. 

The skills covered in Reception for this area of learning are taken directly from the Early Years 
Foundation Stage curriculum and are as follows: 

Progression of Skills 
Reception Expressive Arts and Design 



 Sing songs, make music and dance,  and experiment with ways of changing them 

 Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, 
texture, form and function. 

Being Imaginative 

Children should be taught to: 

 Create simple representations of events, people and objects 

 Initiate new combinations of movements and gestures in order to express and respond to feelings, ideas 
and experiences 

 Choose particular colours to use for a purpose 

 Introduce a storyline or narrative into their play 

 Play alongside other children who are engaged in the same theme 

 Play cooperatively as part of a group to develop and act out a narrative 

 Use what they have learnt about media and materials in original ways, thinking about uses and 
purposes 

 Represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through design and technology, art, music, dance, role 
play and stories. 

Progression of Skills 
Reception Expressive Arts and Design 



Thematic 
All the skills from the Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum 
are taught using a Thematic approach at Bangkok Prep. This is a 
comprehensive, creative curriculum with an emphasis on 
meaningful context, systems thinking pedagogy and project 
based learning. In Reception, we aim to transition from the 
student as a consumer of information, towards a mindset of the 
student as a creator of meaningful content. 

Our Reception Thematic units have been designed to ensure 
rigorous learning, but also to help teachers make learning 
exciting, active and relevant for the modern world. Learning in 
Reception takes a global approach; helping children to connect 
their learning to where they are living now, as well as looking at 
the world from the perspective of others. 

Through the provision of a well-balanced, play based and child initiated curriculum, 
the children will be encouraged to develop their academic and personal skills to their highest 
possible level. We aim for them to take greater responsibility for developing and driving their own 
learning forward. We provide them with opportunities to ask questions and explore; to make links 
across the areas of learning by using and applying their knowledge, skills and understanding through 
a range of learning experiences and to reflect on their next steps. 

Reception Thematic Units 

My Family 
During this unit children focus upon finding out more about their 
families and those important to them. Children will develop 
a self-confidence and self-awareness of their unique place in the 
Reception setting. They learn about their individual features and 
how to form positive relationships with those around them. 

The unit also enables the children to explore the similarities and differences between themselves and 
others and discover more about people that are special in their lives.  



Reception Thematic Units 

Let’s Design 
During this unit children will be presented with opportunities 
and challenges to incorporate their creative design skills. 
Within this theme, we will explore patterns in design, design 
processes and ways to develop our ideas and thoughts 
further. 

The children will experience construction, fabric, art and mark making; discovering ways to express 
their imagination through designing and creating. As part of this theme, the children will design 
costumes, props and posters for their Christmas Show. The children learning will be further enhanced 
by the endless possibilities that being a designer can promote.  

Changes 
During this unit, children will learn about different changes 
and processes that take place in their immediate and wider 
world. They will research life cycles and connect their 
learning to ways in which animals develop. 

Children will also explore plants and flowers and their 
impact on the environment as they change. Throughout the unit, children will develop their awareness 
of themselves and how their bodies adapt and change including through exercise. 

Let’s Pretend 
During this unit, children will encounter a variety of stories, 
including Traditional Tales and creative learning moments. 
Children will take part in role play and small world play that 
reflects their own experiences. 

Children will be able to explore opportunities that embrace 
and encourage their imagination and develop their creativity within story-telling. They will also have 
chances to apply their knowledge and skills to creating oral stories, story paths and simple written 
stories. 



Reception Thematic Progression of Skills 

Going Places 
During this unit, we will consider many different places 
around the world and how we travel to them. We will discuss 
the process in which we move from place to place and 
experience to experience. 

Children will connect the ideas of different types of journeys 
they learn about to people's personal journeys and the roles they play in society. A visit to Kidzania 
supports their understanding within this unit and introduces them to the next step in their own school 
journey. In addition, the children will spend time looking to the future and thinking about Year 1, as 
they prepare for this transition in their school life. 

Understanding the World  

Children should be taught to: 

 Look closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change.  

Early Learning Goal 

Children should be taught to: 

 Understand similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things 

 Talk about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one 
another 

 Make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur, and talk about changes. 

Understanding the World - The World  

Children should be taught to: 

 Look closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change. 

Early Learning Goal  

Children should be taught to: 

 Understand similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things 

 Talk about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one 
another 

 Make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur, and talk about changes. 

Reception Thematic Progression of Skills 



Understanding the World - People and communities 

Children should be taught to: 

 Enjoy joining in with family customs and routines. 

Early Learning Goal  

Children should be taught to: 

 Talk about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family members 

 Know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things, and are sensitive to this 

 Know about similarities and differences between themselves and others, and among families, 
communities and traditions. 

Expressive Arts and Design: Exploring and using media and materials 

Children should be taught to: 

 Explore what happens when they mix colours 

 Experiment to create different textures 

 Understand that different media can be combined to create new effects 

 Manipulate materials to achieve a planned effect 

 Construct with a purpose in mind, using a variety of resources 

 Use simple tools and techniques competently and appropriately 

 Select appropriate resources and adapt their work where necessary 

 Select tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join the materials they are using. 

Reception Thematic Progression of Skills 



Early Learning Goal  

Children should be taught to: 

 Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, 
texture, form and function. 

Expressive Arts and Design: Being imaginative  

Children should be taught to: 

 Create simple representations of events, people and objects 

 Choose particular colours to use for a purpose. 

Early Learning Goal  

Children should be taught to: 

 Use what they have learnt about media and materials in original ways, thinking about uses and 
purposes 

 Represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through design and technology, art, music, dance, role 
play and stories. 

Reception Thematic Progression of Skills 



PE and Swimming 
Bangkok Prep offers all children a broad and balanced programme of 
Physical Education which caters for their individual needs, offers 
equal access and opportunity, and enables them to participate fully.  

In Reception at Bangkok Prep, children receive 1 PE session and 1 
Swimming lesson per week. All of our PE and Swimming lessons are 
delivered by highly trained, specialist teachers. 

During their PE sessions, children practice their fundamental 
movement skills, which include agility, balance, coordination and 
control. Children explore how their body moves, increasing their 
competence and confidence in a fun learning environment. 
This is taught through a range of playful activities using a variety of 
different equipment; both individually and with others. 

During Swimming sessions children are taught to be safe both in and 
around water, they are encouraged to become confident in water and 
begin to develop their buoyancy and stroke technique on their front 
and back. 

PE 

Early Years  

Children should develop fundamental movement skills, become competent and confident and access a 
broad range of opportunities to extend their agility, balance and coordination. They explore how their body 
moves through a range of fun activities using a variety of different equipment; both individually and with 
others. 

Children should be taught :   

 Basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, as well as developing balance, 
agility and coordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities   

 How to implement and manipulate a variety of balls skills 

 Perform simple movement patterns. 

Personal, Social and Cognitive  

Children should be taught to: 

 Take turns 

 Respect each other’s personal space 

 Work alone and with others 

 Listen to instructions and play safely. 

Reception PE and Swimming Progression of Skills 



Reception PE and Swimming Progression of Skills 

Personal, Social and Cognitive  

Health and Fitness 

 Recognise the importance of keeping healthy 

 Recognise what happens to their bodies when they are active. 

Body Movement and Spatial Awareness  

Children should be taught to: 

 Travel in a variety speeds with control 

 Move freely in a range of ways e.g. shuffling, rolling, crawling, walking, running, jumping, skipping and 
hopping 

 Move backwards, sideways as well as forwards with fluency  

 Move at different levels and produce different body shapes. 

Ball Skills  

Children should be taught to: 

 Roll a ball to a target or partner 

 Stop a rolled ball with some control 

 Kick a ball to a target or partner 

 Bounce a ball with some control 

 Throw a range of different objects to a target. 

Dance  

Children should be taught to: 

 Move to music 

 Copy dance moves 

 Perform some dance moves  

 Move around the space safely. 



Reception PE and Swimming Progression of Skills 

Gymnastics  

Children should be taught to: 

 Travel around, under, over and through equipment with control 

 Balance with control on a range of equipment 

 Jump off an object and land appropriately 

 Explore a range of different ways to travel with fluency ( e.g. leap, jump, roll etc) 

 Walk and balance along a variety of lines (straight and curved) 

 Explore large and small body shapes. 

Swimming 

Water Familiarity 

Children should be taught to: 

 Use a kickboard correctly for associated drills 

 Use the kickboard and breathing (6 seconds) 

 Use ‘Tiger Arms’ arm action 

 Use ‘Shark Fin’ positioning (positioning of head for breathing) 

 Blow ‘Shark Fin Bubbles’ 

 Use ‘Back kicking’, ‘Looking at the sky’, ‘Teddy Bear Hug’ (no kickboard) 

 Use the ‘Duck Diving’ technique. 

Physical Development Skills linked to PE and Swimming: 

Children should be taught to: 

 Experiment with different ways of moving 

 Jump off an object and land appropriately 

 Negotiate space successfully when playing racing and chasing games with others, adjusting their speed 
or changing direction to avoid obstacles 

 Travel with confidence and skill around, under, over and through balancing and climbing equipment 

 Show increasing control over an object in pushing, patting, throwing, catching or kicking it 

 Show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements 

 Move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space 

 Show some understanding that good practices with regard to exercise, eating, sleeping and hygiene can 
contribute to good health 

 Show understanding of the need for safety when tackling new challenges, and consider and manage 
some risks 

 Show understanding of how to transport and store equipment safely 

 Know the importance for good health of physical exercise, and a healthy diet, and talk about ways to 
keep healthy and safe. 



Music 
At Bangkok Prep, primary children receive one Music lesson a 
week. During these lessons we focus on skills in the areas of 
singing, playing, composing, movement, listening, and 
appreciation. 

In EYFS, music interweaves through all areas of learning and 
development. Providing a rich musical environment is an 
essential part of early years education. Music is powerful in the 
enjoyment which it provides and our specialist teachers deliver 
an engaging range of musical experiences. 

During their time in Early Years and Key Stage 1, children learn 
singing games, how to play classroom percussion instruments, 
and movement activities. 

Performing 

Singing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Sing a variety of songs 

 Sing ditonic (sol-mi ) songs 

 Use singing, whispering, talking, and shouting voices. 

Playing 

Children should be taught to: 

 Play simple, repeated patterns 

 Keep a beat 

 Play percussion instruments correctly. 

Movement 

Children should be taught to: 

 Move to the beat  

 Imitate movement in response to music  

 Join in with dances and circle games. 

Reception Music Progression of Skills 



Composition 

Children should be taught to: 

 Select movements to express feelings 

 Create movement in response to music 

 Make up simple songs 

 Make up rhythms 

 Selects sounds to represent an object/feeling/events  

 Create combinations of movement to express and respond to objects/feelings/events. 

Listening/Appraisal  

Children should be taught to: 

 Understand how sounds can be changed 

 Develop a preference for sounds/instruments 

 Explore different sounds Identify loud and soft dynamics 

 Identify fast and slow tempos Identify the beat Identify high and low pitches. 

Expressive Arts and Design  Skills linked to Music: 

Children should be taught to: 

 Begin to build a repertoire of songs and dances 

 Explore the different sounds of instruments 

 Sing songs, make music and dance,  and experiment with ways of changing them 

 Initiate new combinations of movements and gestures in order to express and respond to feelings, ideas 
and experiences 

 Represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through music and dance. 

Reception Music Progression of Skills 



PSHE 
In the Early Years Foundation Stage, PSHE is referred to as 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development. This area of your 
child's learning is concerned with wellbeing – knowing who they 
are, where they fit in and feeling good about themselves. It is 
also about developing respect for others, social competence and 
a positive disposition to learn. 

Children will learn to form positive relationships in a setting 
that supports mutual respect and understanding and that 
celebrates and acknowledges differences. With adults as guides 
and role models, your child will learn to develop positive 
behaviours. 

 They will be encouraged to gain a knowledge and 
understanding of their own culture and community to help them 
develop a sense of belonging and a strong self-image. A positive 
self-image and high self-esteem will be encouraged to give 
children the confidence to make the most of opportunities, to 
communicate effectively and to explore the world around them. 

Children learn about different kinds of relationships. Being with the same adults and children 
regularly gives them the time and opportunity to develop relationships that promote social 
competence. Your child will be encouraged to think about and practise ways of solving problems to 
help them to feel capable of responding to challenges. 

Developing good relationships and respecting the differences between people 

Children should be taught to: 

 Initiate conversations, attend to and take account of what others say 

 Explain their own knowledge and understanding, and asks appropriate questions of others 

 Take steps to resolve conflicts with other children, e.g. finding a compromise. 

Reception PSHE Progression of Skills 



Early learning Goal 

Children should be taught to: 

 Play co-operatively, taking turns with others 

 Take account of one another’s ideas about how to organise their activity 

 Show sensitivity to others’ needs and feelings, and form positive relationships with adults and other 
children. 

Developing self confidence and awareness 

Children should be taught to: 

 Confidently speak to others about their own needs, wants, interests and opinions 

 Describe themselves in positive terms and talk about their abilities. 

Early Learning Goal 

Children should be taught to: 

 Confidently try new activities, and say why they like some activities more than others 

 Confidently speak in a familiar group, talking about their ideas, and choosing the resources they need 
for their chosen activities 

 Say when they do or do not need help. 

Managing feelings and behaviour  

Children should be taught to: 

 Understand that their own actions affect other people, for example, they become upset or try to comfort 
another child when they realise they have upset them 

 Be aware of the boundaries set, and of behavioural expectations in the setting 

 Begin to be able to negotiate and solve problems without aggression, e.g. when someone has taken 
their toy. 

Early Learning Goals 

Children should be taught to: 

 Talk about how they and others show feelings, talk about their own and others’ behaviour, and its 
consequences, and know that some behaviour is unacceptable 

 Work as part of a group or class 

 Understand and follow the rules 

 Adjust just their behaviour to different situations, and take changes of routine in their stride. 

Reception PSHE Progression of Skills 



Library 
The Library is where we nurture the love of reading in a friendly, 
cheerful and comfortable environment. 

All children begin their weekly Library lesson with a story based 
on our school life values followed with discussion. This is then 
followed by developing a specific Library skill, reading for 
pleasure or research. 

Early Years children learn how to care for and choose books 
independently and learn the parts of a book and its importance. 

After learning and applying their Library skills, children may 
choose to browse and borrow books, continue projects, or 
participate in one of the many engaging Library activities. 

Library Skills 

Children should be taught to: 

 Demonstrate a concrete understanding of the Nursery skills 

 Look at the cover to guess what the book is about 

 Know all these book parts: 

 Spine 

 Cover 

 Title page 

 Use a shelf marker properly 

 Check out a book 

 Begin to understand and differentiate between fiction and nonfiction. 

Literacy Skills linked to Library: 

 Segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together and knows which letters represent some 
of them 

 Link sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the alphabet 

 Begin to read words and simple sentences 

 Use vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly influenced by their experiences of books. 

 Enjoy an increasing range of books 

 Know that information can be retrieved from books and computers 

Reception Library Progression of Skills 



 Read and understand simple sentences 

 Use their phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them aloud accurately 

 Read some common irregular words  and demonstrate understanding. 

Reception Library Progression of Skills 



Thai Culture 
As Bangkok Prep’s home is in Thailand, we feel it is important that 
the culture and traditions of Thailand are well represented across 
both academics and the wider school culture. Although our school 
is truly international, the uniqueness of Thailand is something 
that we promote and celebrate. 

At Bangkok Prep, our Thai Department deliver the our curriculum 
in line with the recommendations from the Ministry of Education. 

We deliver Thai Language and Thai Culture sessions  to both 
native and non-native Thai speakers, to ensure that all of our 
school community have the opportunity to immerse themselves in 
Thai culture. 

In addition to developing language skills, our Thai Culture 
sessions also offer an opportunity to gain a greater understanding 
and appreciation of the richness of Thai culture and traditions. 

Reception Thai Culture Progression of Skills 

Thai Culture for Non-Thai children  

I. Children show appropriate Thai manners at school. 

II. Children actively participate in Thai cultural activities organized by the school (Wai Khru, Loi Krathong, 
Songkran, and flag salute), and recognize Thai literature related to Thai cultural events. 

III. Children show respect to the symbols representing the monarchy, the King’s Anthem, the Thai flag and 
the national anthem. 

IV. Children learn about local products and Thai folktales. 

Thai Culture for Thai Nationals (เด็กไทย)  

ศาสนา คณุธรรม จรยิธรรม :  

รูแ้ละเขา้ใจประวัต ิความส าคัญ ศาสดา หลักธรรมของพระพทุธศาสนาหรอืศาสนาทีต่นนับถอื 

และศาสนาอืน่ มศีรัทธาทีถ่กูตอ้ง ยดึมัน่ และปฏบิตัติามหลกัจรยิธรรม เพือ่อยูร่ว่มกนัอยา่งสนัตสิขุ 

๑. บอกวธิที าความดทีีต่นท าไดใ้นชวีติประจ าวันและผลทีต่ามมา 

๒. ภาคภมูใิจในการท าความดขีองตนเอง และบคุคลรอบตัวเชน่ พอ่แม ่เพือ่น คร ูคนในชมุชน ฯลฯ 

๓. เขา้รว่มศาสนาพธิตีา่งๆ อยา่งมมีารยาท  



ตอนที ่๒ ภมูศิาสตรไ์ทย ประวัตศิาสตรไ์ทย และหนา้ทีพ่ลเมอืงของประเทศไทย 

มาตรฐาน ส ๕.๒ เขา้ใจปฏสิมัพันธร์ะหวา่งมนุษยก์บัสภาพแวดลอ้มทางกายภาพของประเทศไทยทีก่อ่ใหเ้กดิ 

การสรา้งสรรคว์ัฒนธรรม มจีติส านกึ และมสีว่นรว่มในการอนุรักษ์ทรัพยากรและสิง่แวดลอ้ม  

เพือ่การพัฒนาทีย่ัง่ยนื 

๑. บอก เลา่ เกีย่วกบัสิง่แวดลอ้มทางกายภาพรอบตวัโดยเฉพาะสตัวแ์ละพชืในทอ้งถิน่ 

๒. บอก เลา่ เกีย่วกบัอาชพีของคนในชมุชนหรอืสงัคมรอบตวั และความเกีย่วขอ้งระหวา่งอาชพีดังกลา่วกบัตนเอง 

๓. พดูคยุเกีย่วกบัปัญหาสิง่แวดลอ้มทีต่นและครอบครัวของตนประสบ และรว่มแสดงความเห็นเกีย่วกบัวธิแีกปั้ญหา 

ตอนที ่๒ ภมูศิาสตรไ์ทย ประวัตศิาสตรไ์ทย และหนา้ทีพ่ลเมอืงของประเทศไทย 

มาตรฐาน ส ๕.๒ เขา้ใจปฏสิมัพันธร์ะหวา่งมนุษยก์บัสภาพแวดลอ้มทางกายภาพของประเทศไทยทีก่อ่ใหเ้กดิ 

การสรา้งสรรคว์ัฒนธรรม มจีติส านกึ และมสีว่นรว่มในการอนุรักษ์ทรัพยากรและสิง่แวดลอ้ม  

เพือ่การพัฒนาทีย่ัง่ยนื 

๑. บอก เลา่ เกีย่วกบัสิง่แวดลอ้มทางกายภาพรอบตวัโดยเฉพาะสตัวแ์ละพชืในทอ้งถิน่ 

๒. บอก เลา่ เกีย่วกบัอาชพีของคนในชมุชนหรอืสงัคมรอบตวัและความเกีย่วขอ้งระหวา่งอาชพีดังกลา่วกบัตนเอง 

๓. พดูคยุเกีย่วกบัปัญหาสิง่แวดลอ้มทีต่นและครอบครัวของตนประสบ และรว่มแสดงความเห็นเกีย่วกบัวธิแีกปั้ญหา 

ศลิปะ วฒันธรรม และการดาเนนิชวีติในสงัคมไทย 

ก. ศลิปะไทย 

มาตรฐานการเรยีนรูจ้ากหลกัสตูรแกนกลางฯ 

กลุม่สาระการเรยีนรูศ้ลิปะ 

สาระที ่๑ ทศันศลิป์ 

มาตรฐาน ศ ๑.๒ เขา้ใจความสมัพันธร์ะหวา่งทศันศลิป์ไทย ประวตัศิาสตรไ์ทย และวัฒนธรรมไทย 

เห็นคณุคา่งานทศันศลิป์ทีเ่ป็นมรดกทางวัฒนธรรม ภมูปัิญญาทอ้งถิน่ และภมูปัิญญาไทย 

๑. เขา้รว่มกจิกรรมเกีย่วกบัศลิปะไทย การเลน่ของเด็กไทยและการละเลน่พืน้บา้นทีจั่ดขึน้ภายใน และ/หรอื 

    ภายนอกโรงเรยีน 

๒. พดูคยุ เลา่ เกีย่วกบัศลิปะไทยตามประสบการณ์ทีไ่ดรั้บ 

๓. ใชศ้ลิปะไทยเป็นสือ่ในการถา่ยทอดความรูส้กึนกึคดิของตนเอง 

Reception Thai Culture Progression of Skills 



Assessment and Reporting 
At Bangkok Prep we value the process of assessment and reporting 
as integral to the ongoing development of children academic skills 
and learning. We have a rigorous and informative assessment and 
reporting structure, which enables teachers to track and monitor 
the achievements and next steps of all children. These approaches 
are embedded within our teaching and learning cycles and are 
shared with the children. Bangkok Prep children have a clear 
understanding of the skills they are developing and are reflective 
learners, taking ownership of their own assessment and challenge 
setting in conjunction with teachers. 

In the Early Years Foundation Stage children are assessed through 
a culmination of observations, adult directed interactions child 
initiated play and formal tracking. Each student works toward the 
Development Matters (Early Years Foundation Stage skills). These 
age related skills are separated into progressive age bands, starting 
as young as birth and continuing through until the end of the 
Reception year, when most children are 5 years old.  

In the Bangkok Prep Early Years Foundation Stage we focus upon the skills associated to the age 
bands; 22 - 36 months; 30 - 50 months; 40 - 60+ months and finally, the Early Learning Goal. As each 
child develops academically and pedagogically at their own unique pace, the Bangkok Prep Early 
Years Foundation Stage adapt the teaching and learning in response to the assessed levels of each 
individual. 

Throughout the Reception year, children will usually work within the age bands; 40 - 60+ months and 
the Early Learning Goals, with many children beginning to work within the Tickell Exceeding 
Descriptors, which coincide with the Year 1 National Curriculum Skills. Within each age band, 
children are tracked and assessed as to whether they are emerging, developing or secure at the 
relevant skills. The flow of progression is fluid and a continuum throughout a student's time in the 
Reception. At the end of Reception, children will be assessed in relation to the Early Learning Goals 
and whether they are at an emerging, expected or exceeding level, within this final assessment band. 

Online learning journals support the formal tracking used by teachers. These individual digital 
journals provide parents with clear assessment information regarding their child’s learning and 
promote a positive parent partnership.  In addition to the online learning journals, parents meet with 
Reception teachers three times during the school year. Firstly, to establish a relationship and 
familiarity of each student; secondly, to feedback to parents regarding their child’s initial progress 
during the settling in period; and thirdly, in Term 2 to inform parents of the ongoing progress their 
child is making. 



The Whole Child 
At Bangkok Prep we strongly believe that developing the whole 
child and life beyond the curriculum is vital in a child’s 
education. Therefore, there are several opportunities in our 
school, in addition to the skills outlined in the Early Years 
Foundation Stage from the UK, to develop our children. 

Celebrating Success! 
We have weekly Key Stage assemblies led by the Key Stage 
Leaders, Year Leaders and teaching staff which focus on our Life 
Values, relevant learning moments, Global Goals and events 
around the world. They also provide an opportunity to sing 
together and  celebrate the success of children with certificates 
and awards. 

Visits, Events and Excursions 
One of the most exciting aspects of Early Years is the opportunity to visit new and exciting locations 
and invite visitors into school. Children develop their independence skills as well as accessing 
activities that are not possible inside the day to day classroom. 

Each year group visits a different location and participates in exciting, new and innovative activities 
which involve directly link to the skills being focused upon in class.  Every year, the children talk 
about these field trips and visitors as memorable learning moments in the year! 

In Reception, the children visit Kidzania and are also visited by local postal workers. The visit to 
Kidzania develops their independence and begins to generate thinking related to their future selves. 
This encourages the children to be aware of what they can be and how they might get there. A visit 
from the postal workers, guides the children’s creativity and experiences of the real world. It enables 
them to explore the process and sequence of events from posting their letter to receiving it at home. 
It is another example of how we connect home and school seamlessly. 

In addition to these experiences, the children take part in a number of shared events from Nursery to 
Year 1. These events include the ‘Wheely Fun Day’, promoting safety awareness. All of these 
experiences support the children in learning about the world around them and their place within a 
global community. 

Furthermore, adding to the exploration  within the Early Years we become involved in  several events 
throughout the year to enrich our curriculum such as International Week, Sports Day, Book Week, 
Maths Day and many more. 

Beyond the Curriculum 



Listening and Speaking 
Developing children’s speaking and listening skills and their confidence is also extremely important 
to the teachers at Bangkok Prep. Therefore, every year Reception participates in a performance. 
Children, learn songs, make props and costumes and develop their creative skills ready to perform to 
the whole school community. The children also take part in a number of speaking and listening 
opportunities in class, such as role play, small world play and sharing stories. 

In the Early Years we develop skills that are integral and vital to the child’s ongoing journey through 
school. The Early Years prepares the children for the years to come, developing the foundations of 
social interactions, awareness of other, phonic, reading and writing skills and initial mathematical 
concepts. In addition, the Early Year dedicates it’s time to the focus upon developing the 
communication and language, at such a key age and promoting positive physical development. With 
these prime and specific areas at the heart of the Early Years learning the children are fully prepared 
to become lifelong learners. 

Parental Involvement 

Throughout the Early Years, we often invite parents into the learning spaces to share celebrations 
and learning experiences with us. Parents join us for Loy Krathong learning activities, Stay and Play 
sessions, reading in class and many other opportunities to be apart of the fun and learning taking 
place. In the Early Years we pride ourselves on strong relationships with parents and their 
involvement in the children’s learning. 

Over the course of the year, parents also have opportunities to develop and learn alongside their 
children. In the Early Years we host a variety of practical workshops for parents and open house 
sessions to enable the teachers to support parents in developing the skills of their children. We hold 
workshops such as, Phonics, Maths Mastery, Reading, Writing and in Curriculum introduction. 
Interactive Learning Diary Open House sessions are promoted to support our observation and 
tracking processes and ensure that parents are able to fully participate in the process of learning.   

Beyond the Curriculum 




